The Aladdin Temp-Rite® cart mini-control panel is a cost effective way for a facility to activate centralized rethermalization. The cart mini-control panel contains a TimeNet Wizard controller and is easily mounted outside of an existing or new walk-in refrigerator to provide rethermalization of meals.

The cart mini-control panel comes equipped with temperature sensor to monitor and display the temperature on the TimeNet Wizard control panel. The TimeNet Wizard controller is a totally programmable, multi-function, user-friendly control system.

### STANDARD FEATURES:
- Six meal programming capability with variable cycle times
- One-touch multi-programming functionality
- Troubleshooting and diagnostic capabilities
- Facilitates easy HACCP monitoring of cold temperatures
- UL listed

### Model #
- CMCS-1 Controls one cart
- CMCS-2 Controls two carts
- CMCS-4 Controls four carts
- CMCD-6 Controls six carts
- CMCD-8 Controls eight carts
- CMCT-10 Controls ten carts
- CMCT-12 Controls twelve carts
- CMCQ-14 Controls fourteen carts
- CMCQ-16 Controls sixteen carts

### Mini-Control Panel

**Cart Mini-Control Panel for Cart Stalls**
(Small Centralized Retherm Configuration)

### Cart Mini-Control Panel
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Central Retherm System with Mini-Control Panel

The Aladdin Temp-Rite® Central Retherm System (CRS) is designed to store and rethermalize meals prepared with the Aladdin Advanced Meal System. The CRS refrigerator is engineered for efficient cart chilling and heat removal during rethermalization. The visible external control panel is fully automated and ensures labor efficiency, flexibility and management control.

STANDARD FEATURES:
• Interior and exterior finish: 26 gauge stucco galvanized steel w/white stucco galvanized ceiling
• 2" 16 gauge stainless steel floor with interior ramp
• Interior ramp has non-skid strips and Aladdin Temp-Rite’s® special threshold
• Exterior mounted, high temperature alarm w/digital display-temp probe immersed in a thermal conductive solution
• Fluorescent vapor proof light system
• Interior and exterior 2" x 6" hat shaped 16 gauge stainless steel bumper rails on exposed areas
• Trim and enclosure matches exterior frame
• NSF, UL listed

OPTIONAL FEATURES:
• 7-day temperature chart recorder
• Interior and exterior finishes: .040 stucco aluminum
• .040 white stucco aluminum
• .040 white smooth aluminum
• .040 white stucco galvanized
• .040 white smooth galvanized
• 20 gauge type 304 #3 finish stainless steel
• Floorless with 4" high x 4" wide foam screeds, no threshold
• Exterior ramp

NOTE: THE USE OF A NON ALADDIN TEMP-RITE APPROVED OR SPECIFIED CENTRAL RETHERM SYSTEM (CRS) MAY AFFECT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND MAY VOID SOME ALADDIN TEMP-RITE EQUIPMENT WARRANTIES.

Please Note: Temp-Rite II Excel Protected under U.S. Patent Number 5,403,997

Refrigeration and mini-control panel is custom designed by Aladdin Temp Rite® Advanced Meal System specialists for optimal performance of Advanced Meal Systems.

...better by degrees.